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Each month we will spotlight a book for our readers!
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"I Can't Find Anything to Read!"
Libraries and bookstores are full of good books, yet sometimes it’s
hard for a child to �nd something to read. Genre and authors can
help. As you visit the Brooks County Public Library or our vending
machine at Lee & Pickels Drugstore, the information below may help
you support your Trojan in �nding a new book if you have heard the
all too familiar statement, "I can't �nd anything to read!" While the
information below, always keep in mind �nding the right book for
your child means �nding something your child wants to read AND
making sure it's at the right level for your child.
 
Genre: Think of genre as categories or types of books. Identifying
what type, or genre, of book your reader enjoys can lead to you
certain shelves or areas. For example, does your reader like action
and adventure? Fantasy? Graphic novels? Mystery? Start your book
searches by looking for new books within a favorite genre.
 
Author: Stumbling on a new author can be a treasure trove of new
titles! Find a book your child particularly enjoys and see if that
author has written other books. It's also fun to search online to see if
that author has a website. Many authors do, and some include
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What's that word?
Tackling new information is easier when your Trojan understands the words he’s reading. Boost his
vocabulary with these ideas:

Pay attention to new words. They may appear in bold or italic type or in a separate box on the
page. 

games, facts, and other interesting information to keep a reader
engaged.
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Learn de�nitions. Sometimes the meaning of a word is right in the
same sentence. (“The least common denominator, or the smallest
number that can be used as the denominator for both fractions, of
½ and 2/3 is 6.”) Other times, reading the whole passage can make
the meaning clear. De�nitions may also be in a separate box on the
page or in the book’s glossary.
Make a list. Write down new words and their de�nitions as you
come across them. Keep the list on hand for easy reference.

Multisensory Technique for Practing Writing

Coming Soon: Parenting with Purpose
#ferstReadersOfBrooksCounty is excited to host our �rst monthly Parenting With Purpose Workshop
Series beginning in January 2023! While we already have ideas for our �rst session, we would love to
partner with different organizations to share the resources available for young mothers in Brooks
County to support their parenting journeys. 
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What is Ferst Readers? How can I donate? Why is this
important?

 
Shoot us a message or email us at readmorebrooks@gmail.com to lend your ideas, volunteer to help,
or share names of individuals we may contact to personally invite to our meetings.

Brooks County Literacy Advocates, Ferst Readers of Brooks County
is seeking to partner with community organizations to host literacy
events in common gathering locations. If your church or community
organization is interested in helping make a tremendous impact on
the lives of Brooks County residents, this is where you can jump in to
to help! We want to improve access and opportunity to literacy
resources throughout the community, so please consider making a
difference through this partnership.
 
Please email ReadMoreBrooks@gmail.com if your civic organization
or church would like to partner with us for community literacy
activities and events!
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